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Abstract:
With the prevailing popularity of revenue management practices, firms need to better understand how consumers respond to the price changes
commanded by their revenue management solutions as prices are adjusted dynamically over time, usually through opening and closing of fare classes to
address varying patterns of demand arrival, while exhibiting somewhat predictable price trajectories. Accordingly, revenue-managed goods exhibit varying
degrees of price volatility, which may have different impacts on consumers—some may patiently wait for price drops whereas others may get confused.
Using fares and sales data collected for aviation markets, we find evidence of consumers waiting for price drops and we quantify the aggregate impact of
unpredictable price volatility (i.e., fare deviations from predictable fare trajectories), and empirically reveal that with higher degrees of price volatility (above
and beyond the predicted price trajectory), demand decreases along with a significant decrease in price elasticity. Intuitively, price volatility induces demand
to be less elastic, whereby consumers may end up paying more, but possibly reducing the overall demand (given the higher price). Furthermore, these
effects occur with even a small increase in the degree of price volatility. Reflecting on this insightful importance of consumers’ responses to these price
fluctuations, we incorporate price volatility into the classical revenue management model (Expected Marginal Seat Revenue), demonstrating its potential
implementation benefit, while capturing the potential harm caused by the presence of strategic consumers.
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